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USG hopefuls
file complaints

Educators
use grants
to explore
new areas

Michael zawackl
The BG News

Aaron Epple
The BC News
The funds are flowing, and
University professors are reaping the rewards.
The University Office of Sponsored Research and Programs
distributed $115,000 in grant
funds to various University
professors for the pursuit of certain research projects.
There were 20 basic grants awarded for up to $5000 each, and
two major grants for up to
$10,000 each.
"The criteria for the basic
grants was based on what
projects have the most merit for
publication," said Anthony Boccanfuso, director of Research
Services. "Also, there needs to be
a potential for external funding,
possibly by a state or federal
agency. The major grants are
significantly different. Those
have to be really innovative and
different - something that goes
in a significantly new direction
of research."
One such unique and innovative project is a poetry expedition to be taken by Sharona
Ben-Tov, a professor of English
and one of the major grant recipients.
Ben-Tov will travel to Israel to
write a series of narrative poems
on certain Israeli scientists
whose technological work with
weapons aided the Israeli war for
independence In 1948. They
eventually became major figures
in terms of Israeli politics and influence.
"If s for the experience of people who had to rescue their community through' science and
technology during wartime,"
Ben-Tov said "It's also exploring
the relationship between science
and human values."
Ben-Tov feels science should
be recognized in Western literary art.
"There's a major movement in
current American poetry to include science," she said. "The Israeli Science Corps is unknown
in the English-speaking world."
One of the accomplishments of
these scientific exrevolutionaries was diverting the
Jordan River to provide irrigation.
Another grant recipient wishes
to conduct a sociological investigation of African Americans
in television.
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Diane, • HIV/AIDS caregiver, speaks to the University community on her experiences with working at David's House and caring for her brother who has AIDS. Some of the other speakers on the
panel spoke about how they live each day with the HIV virus.

Panelists share insight
in dealing with AIDS
Ann L Snyder
The BG News
Five HIV victims and four
caregivers spoke about their
personal experiences with the
disease last night in Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
Hundreds
of University
students
gathered to
hear of thelr
triumphs and
concerns and
just how they
deal with living or caring
for someone |j
with the
deadly disease.
Bridget, a 35-year-old infected with HIV, spoke about her
experiences before and after
she contracted the disease
through a blood transfusion
while giving birth to her son 11
years ago.
Because she did not know
much about the disease, she believed her life was over.
"My whole world crumbled
right before me," Bridget said.
"I didn't know that much and I
thought I only had about six
months to live."
Although she and the other
panelists who spoke are living
with HTV know their lives have
been considerably altered,
they spoke with tremendous
strength and security.

"My son doesnt know that I
am infected, and I don't plan on
telling him for a while,"
Bridget said.
Bridget said her concern
about telling her son lies in her
desire to protect him.
"I don't want me telling him
to distract him from his school
work and being a normal kid,"
Bridget said. "I want him to be
a regular kid with regular
problems."
Although Bridget has yet to
tell her son, she has made
proper arrangements for his

Diane is the full-time caregiver of her brother, who is 37
years old and infected with
AIDS. Diane's brother lives
with her, her husband and their
two children.
Diane's message to the audience was the necessity of
having a compassionate attitude and acting upon it.
"It takes the whole village to
take care of a person with
AIDS, and we've relied on the
kindness of others to do so,"
Diane said.
Writing to people and asking

"It takes the whole village to take care of
a person with AIDS, and we've relied on
the kindness of others to do so."
Diane
a full-time caregiver for her brother who has AIDS

life should something happen
to her.
"I was advised to make out a
will and say who I wanted to be
the guardian of my son,"
Bridget said. "Luckily, my
family is very close, and my
parents are like second parents
to him."
Diane, a caregiver to people
Infected with HIV and a volunteer at David's House in
Toledo, also spoke about the
lifestyle changes her family
has undergone.

for support was the one thing
that brought about the most
happiness to her brother,
Diane said.
"I asked people to drop him a
line, and he received literally
hundreds of letters," Diane
said. "People were getting up
on their church pulpits and
asking for help."
Diane's most inspiring message was that she truly believed the attitudes toward
people with the disease are
changing.

See GRANT, page wx.

Organizations vie for funds

With the Undergraduate Student Government campaign underway for only a little more than
a week, a number of violations
were filed against all three of the
presidential candidates.
Jeff Stefancic, a candidate for
USG president, filed violations
with USG's Elections and Opinions Board against USG presidential candidates Jason Wolfe
and Scott Jacobs. Most of the reported violations concerned the
placement of campaign signs
around campus.
"Basically the violations were
little things, posting two signs on
one side of the kiosk outside the [
University] Union," Stefancic
said.
Stefancic said he reported the
violations to ensure that University students are provided a fair
election.
"We're staying within the
rules," he said. "And we hope the
other candidates would do the
same."
Bill Wilson, USG vice president and head of the EOB, said
the board has assessed the allegations and discussed them with
the candidates and believes the
situation has been taken care of.
Wilson said of the 30 or so violations filed by Stefancic, one-third to one-half were deemed invalid.
He said 90 percent of the violations were filed within the first
few days of the election cam-

paign.
"I would chalk [the reported
violations] up as first-week jitters," Wilson said.
The EOB met individually with
the three presidential tickets
Monday evening to inform them
on the new policy for future
campaign violations.
"From now on, we will be looking at the violations on a case-bycase basis," Wilson said.
Both Wolfe and Jacobs said
they believe Stefancic's actions
are the beginnings of a mudslinging campaign.
"The mudslinglng has already
begun, but it's Stefancic who's
slinging it around," Wolfe said.
"There's a saying, 'He who slings
mud loses ground,' and we stick
to that."
Wolfe said he believes Stefancic has also committed campaign
violations, but he'd rather focus
on his own campaign.
"Jacobs and I decided at the
beginning of the race to be more
focused on our own campaigns
than on the others," Wolfe said.
Jacobs said he had filed one
campaign violation with the EOB,
but regrets it now because he believed it was petty.
Even though he does not consider sign posting to be a major
item, Stefancic said he does not
believe reporting campaign violations is going overboard.
"The rules are In place for a
reason, and they must be followed," he said. "If you don't
See USC, pi,* faur.

University offers
Vietnam field trip
Heather Cvengros
The BG News
Seven seats remain open to
University students who want to
be part of the first American
university group to travel to the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam.
Benjamin Muego, professor of
political science, is conducting a
summer workshop program titled Political Science 492, Held
Study in Vietnam, which offers a
rare opportunity to visit this
Southeast Asian country.
"No other American class, to
my knowledge, has traveled to
Vietnam in a structured effort as
we are now," he said.

This workshop is an on-site
study of Vietnam's culture, economy and political system in collaboration with two of Vietnam's
most prestigious universities,
Hanoi National Pedagogic University and Ho Chi Minh City
University.
Workshop participants will
visit classroom lectures and discussion meetings with Vietnamese educators, government
officials and students, and will
travel through the Vietnamese
countryside while visiting historic landmarks.
Muego said the trip is imporSee VIETNAM, page four.

BY THE NUMBERS
A look at statistics that have shaped the University over the years.

Number of organizations that
applied for ACGFA funding

Group representatives pitch proposals to earn ACGFA support
Jay Young
The BG News

ganization, represented his bers to approach the process
group. Haynes said it is a fair with an open mind.
process and said he thought he
Members listened to the
Thirty University groups made got a fair chance.
their case to obtain a part of the
"I think it's a good process. I requests for four hours on Monfour percent of the General Fee think ACGFA is working for the day and Tuesday. Emily Coopbeing allocated by the Advisory students," Haynes said. "I think erider, committee member, said
Committee on General Fee Allo- it went welL They seemed inter- there are several factors which
will go into her decisions.
ested in what we were doing."
cations on Monday and Tuesday.
"We need to look at the impact
ACGFA, which is made up of
members of student organizaCommittee members will not the group provides for the camtions, listened to lS-mlnute pro- know the exact dollar amount pus, what they have done with
posals from student group repre- they have to allocate until all of the funds In the past,'' Coopthe groups have made then- erider said. The more they have
sentatives.
Michael Haynes, president of requests. Chairwoman Tonla used the funds in the past the
the Academic Competition Or- Stewart said this allows mem- better luck they are going to have
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"It's going to be hard to decide,
but it is a committee decision,"
Miller said. "Well try and vote to
the best of our ability.''
The process will continue on
Monday and Tuesday. The Committee will allocate the money on
March 11.
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Roark Littlefield
critiques some recent
letters to the editor.
Page 2.
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at least receiving the same
amount"
Tonya Miller, committee
member, said she has been impressed with most of the presentations and there will be tough
choices that have to be made.

Colored Ink

Carrot Top to return
to the University this
spring.
Page 4.

AppWcatlorta are completed awry spring.
The BO Newi/Jim Mencsko
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The Falcon men's
basketball team travels to
Ball State tonight.
Page 7.
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Editorial

page two

Those darn conservatives

The BG News

In the spirit of open debate, I
would like to respond to some of
the letters we received last week.
I sense a common theme In the
following opinions.
Three of the angrier letters
were written by the same person,
one Arthur Sido. He Is cranky
about all sorts of things, including multiculturalism, the nomination of Henry Foster as surgeon general and America's
abandonment of Christian principles.
There was a strange letter sent
In by two students who are deeply upset about the eggrolls and
burritos they are exposed to in
the campus cafeterias. Mike
DelSignore and Brett Wieber
write," We do not like the food being served to appease the whims
of foreigners."
The ever-fiesty Stacy Min-otto,
president of the College Republicans summed it up in her response to a column by Rustum
Kozain about women and minorities. She sarcastically stated,
"It's good to see you liberals still
have a monopoly on open mindedness."
It seems that a nerve has been
touched.
These tunes are familiar ones;
they will soon be sung by many
who will seek the executive office in 1996. The Issues of multiculturalism, religious diversity
and affirmative action have people frothing at the mouth and
fighting against what some call
the "Liberal Agenda."

"Celebrating 75 years of Excellence"
Julie Tagliaferro
editor-in-chief
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Joe Peiffer
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assistant managing editor

Larry Hannan
editorial editor

Sharon Turco
feature editor

Univision can be
helpful television
Univision, an all Spanish-speaking station that focuses on the Latino culture, is now being offered
through Wood County Cable.
The News believes the station will benefit University
students and local residents in several ways.
Students who are taking Spanish classes or who are
majoring in Spanish will be able to see the language at a
conversational level.
Univision will help those students learn more about
the Spanish culture and stereotypes.
As members of today's society, students will gain a
great deal of acceptance from this programming.
They will become more diverse and be able to understand other cultures even better.
With communications technology making leaps and
bounds in increasing its effectiveness, the world is decreasing in size. Countries and cultures that once had
very little effect on us may become a daily and important part of the world we live in.
Certainly with NAFTA and GATT, our various LatinAmerican neighbors will become increasingly more
visible and active in our society (as we will in theirs).
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Rich Hainrihar was upset by
Penny Brown's column on feminism. He claims that women are
often treated better than men,
and feminism, in his words, "Bashes men, marriage and family."
I must respond.
What world is this man from? I
have lived 27 years on this planet
and have never been bashed by a
feminist. Feminists, by their own
decree, want equal rights for
men and women. If the very idea
of sexual equality Is so terrifying
to men that they don't even like It
to be discussed in a newspaper
column, maybe a little "bashing"
would do us some good.
In Sido's response to my column on the sexual hang-ups of
Americans he wrote, "I wasn't
sure what to think. Then I realized he was actually serious -

What qualities would you like
in the next University president?

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

I'd like to see someone [who] is
supportive to students and open
to all suggestions. The background of the candidates Is important. Also, I'd like to see
something done about the parking on campus - maybe institute
a parking garage as a long-term
plan.

Copyright 0199S by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.

David Duncan
Junior
Geography

We need someone who's an
able negotiator for the school - [
who] will support students' needs
and bring prestige to the University. I'd also like to see more time
and interest devoted to creating a
better situation for the nontraditional student.
Louis Staeble
Senior
Creative Writing

The BG News Staff

204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
bgnewsdbgnetbgsu.edu
372-6966
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"liberal" by many in the far
right
The very word liberal is
defined as, "Not narrow of
mind." This makes Mlrrotto's
statement ironic.
I pose Oils question to those
writers I mention above. Why are
you so afraid of ideas that are
different from yours? America Is
home to around 270 million people, and many of us are not Christian. Many of us did not descend
from Europeans. And, surprising
as this may sound, some of us are
not even men.
While I disagree with those
who want to right past wrongs by
overcompensating the victims of
history, I can assuredly state that
white, heterosexual, Christian
men are not In danger of having
their rights taken away or having
their accomplishments taken out
of the history books.
Culturally diverse examinations of history would help
everyone understand the accomplishments of Americans of all
kinds. Unusual, even shocking
ideas can carry us forward. It
was the progressive, liberal
minds of the nineteenth century
who wanted to abolish slavery
and give women the power to
vote.
Let's not be so afraid of this
"liberal agenda." Maybe it's not a
true agenda at all, but a desire to
insure that all Ideas are given attention and those of us who are
outside the "mainstream" can
still be considered American.

erspective
&>*

The News appreciates the fact that we'll be able to
watch baseball, even if it is in Spanish.
The News also believes students should take advantage of the programming. Expanding our diversity never
hurts, and the knowledge it will give students will help
make us more accepting of other cultures.
Wood County Cable will also be offering a history
channel and TLC, Total Learning Channel
The News believes University students should take
advantage of these programs, as well.

Ross Weitzner
Jim Vtckers
Marty Fuller
Pat Murphy
Jim Mericsko
Glen Lubbert
Melissa Upowski
Cindy Williams
Joe Boyle
Robin Coe
Aaron Gray

that's the really scary thing."
God forbid any of us ask some
basic questions about sex and
challenge the moral authority of
Christianity.
In short, many people, especially those who call themselves
"conservatives" are outraged by
anyone who challenges traditional ideas. Senator Arlen
Specter has angered many in the
Republican Party by suggesting
that a strict anti-abortion stance
might be an unpopular one in
1996. Now he may be too liberal
for the Republican party.
Is the constant branding of politicians and writers as "conservative" or "liberal" really a good
way of summing up the ideas
they represent?
Pat Buchanan and Rush Urnbaugh have an answer. They
label all people whose ideas they
oppose as "liberal" while proudly
referring to themselves as "conservative."
Su;h categorization is idiotic
and can lead to dangerous oversimplification of complex ideas.
But, that is exactly what many of
these cowardly, closed-minded
politicians and commentators
want. Limbaugh tells his viewers
not to think, only to listen to him
define who the "liberals"are.
If a politician fights hard to
downsize government, cut taxes
and insure liberty he would be
considered a good Republican.
But if that same politician also
fights to keep abortion safe and
legal he Is branded a dangerous

ampus

The station will also show how the Latino culture
differs in Spanish-speaking cultures.
Stereotypes viewers have about Latinos will be negated as viewers realize that all Latinos aren't the same.
The News believes it is important for University students to understand other cultures, and the best avenue
available at the present time is Univision.
The station shows that the University and local area
accepts diverse programs and desires knowledge about
other cultures.
Several programs that will be available are news, talk
shows, sports programs and soap operas.

photo editor
assist, city editor
sports editor
asst. sports editor
graphics editor
Weekend Reality editor
Weekend Reality mg. editor
copy chief
assistant copy chief
special projects editor
assistant special projects editor
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Mistakes were
made by Greeks

Misperceptions
exist on issue

As a member of the Greek
community, I'm happy to say
that many of the fraternities
and sororities are once again
promoting Greek activities
and advertising in The News.
What many saw as a positive
move now realize that the ban
only hurt fraternities and sororities in general. The New*
can survive without Greek
support
When something positive
happens In the Greek community, such as philanthropies,
we look to The News to report
It The event is the latest news,
so we expect to pick up The
News and find some sort of
story on it It's their job to report It, right? Well, what many
closed-minded Greeks don't
understand is that it's also The
News'Job to report any negative activity that occurs.

This article Is in response to
Rick Halm-mar's beliefs that
feminism should be understood by looking to representatives of the movement
Certainly, if a person wishes
to learn about feminism, Important ways to begin are
through thorough research,
study and exploration.
However, to state that Sheila
Cronen is representative of all
feminists Is Inaccurate.
It Is important to realize that
there are different types of
feminists and not all of their
beliefs are universal. Not all
feminists are lesbians;
however, some are and they do
play an important part in the
feminist movement
Many people view feminism
negatively and are threatened
by it because they accept the
stereotype that all feminists
are men-hating lesbians. This
stereotype does not represent
all feminists and, unfortunately, our society has perpetuated
this stereotype In order to lessen the Influence and respectability of the feminist movement
If society holds negative
views of feminists and inaccurate stereotypes of the fernlast movement, feminists will
have a greater struggle in
seeking equality for women.
Feminism Is misunderstood
due to these stereotypes which
serve to conceal all the positive aspects of feminists.
RocheUe M Converse
Junior
Pro-Social Work

So, because of- The News
employees doing their Jobs as
Journalists, the fall 1994 ban
occurred.
The foolish move resulted in
one negative result: low rush
numbers.
The most important quality the
new president can have is the
ability to desire progress and the
willingness to aee it through. I'd
like to see the new-president get
behind the faculty and work with
them - maybe have a new Union
built, as well.
(

Shelly Leroy
Senior
Sociology

I'd like to see us get someone
who gets out and can be seen
around campus. Hopefully, he or
she will attend a lot of sports and
campus events and be visible to
students. I don't want someone
locked up In an office who la
Inaccessible to students.
Semen thiNeagle
Senior
International Siudl

My hopes are simple. I challenge all fraternities and sororities to advertise and promote yourselves not only in
The News, but in other places
as well. Let's plan for an
abundant rush next year and
make ourselves known for the
positive things we do.
Steven Bailey
Junior
Telecommunications

?
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THEY
SAID IT
"People say to my wife, 'What's he
like?' What you see is what you get. It's
just who I happen to be."
-Fred Rogers, star of "Mr. Roger's Neighborhood"

On This Date

ampus
orner
Applications for
research funding
available
The Office of the Associate '
Vice President for Research
has announced the 12th annual
program for support of
research projects conducted
by undergraduate students at
the University.
Funding for the program is
provided by the University
Alumni Association and will
provide up to $500 per award
for support of a limited number of Independent student
research or creative projects.
Students In the arts, humanities and sciences are encouraged to apply. ,
Projects must be sponsored
by a participating department
and supervised by a faculty
adviser.
This competition Is open to
all undergraduate students
who have completed 30 or
more semester hours and who
have accummulated a 6PA of
3.0 or better.

ia,i96jUlBt
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later than 5 p.m. April 3.
For additional information
or assistance, contact Barbara
Peck or Anthony Boccanfuso,
director of Sponsored Pro5rams and Research, at
72-7714.

NAIIOflAI We.i
The Accu- Weather* forecast for noon, Wednesday, Feb. 22.

Twelve years ago today, Academic
Council approved the University's
Master Plan for Graduate Education,
which included a recommendation that
four new doctoral and five masters
degree programs be created by 1980.

ACROSS
THE NATION

Administrative Staff
Scholarship applications available

Applications are now available for the annual Administrative Staff Scholarship.
The scholarship Is given
each year to a part-time or
full-time student who has at
least two semesters of couraework remaining before
graduation.
Other qualifications include
that the applicant be in the top
10 percent of his or her class,
that he or she provide leadership and/or service to the
University or the community
and that the person demonstrate an unmet financial need.
The $1,000 scholarship is to
be used to pay educationrelated expenses.
The program has two fundApplications, which Include
ing programs: the next deadan essay, must be returned by
line, April 3,1995, will support 4:30 p.m. March 17 to 444 Eduprojects from June 1,1995, to
cation. All finalists will be
Dec. 1,1995; the second deadInterviewed.
line of Nov. 6,1995, w ill fund
Applications are available at
projects from Dec. 1,1995,
Financial Aid and Student Employment, the Off-Campus
through May 31,1996.
Student Center, the Honors
Application materials and
Program Office, Cooperative
guidelines are available from
Education, Multicultural Afthe Office of Sponsored Profairs, Pre-Major Advising,
grams and Research in 106
Firelands College and the
University Hall.
Center for Archival CollecCompleted applications
tions, Jerome Library.
must be returned to SPAR no

Flying High

''Baywatch"actress be- J^SffiST
COmeS bride

Heather Locklear.

NEW YORK (AP) - "Baywatch" star Pamela Anderson
and Motley Crue drummer Tommy Lee reportedly have married in Mexico, with the bride
wearing a white bikini down the
aisle.
Lee wore white Bermuda
shorts without shoes or shirt at
the Sunday ceremony In Cancun,
according to tabloid reports In
New York.
A call to Anderson's publicist in
Los Angeles was not answered
early today.
The Daily News quoted Judge
Pedro Soils as saying, "The bride
wore a very tiny - an extremely
tiny-white bikini."
Anderson's mother, Carol, told
the New York Post from her
home in British Columbia that the
family was surprised at the wedding. "We're still In shock," she
said.
Anderson is a star of the phenomlnally successful syndicated
show about the adventures of California lifeguards. The rock band
Motley Crue Is known for hits
such as "Smoking in the Boys'
Room" and "Use It or Lose It."
Anderson had also been seen on
the arm of producer Jon Peters,
and columnist Liz Smith reported
in New York Newsday that Peters
was "slightly stunned."

Man who adopted
Smokey Bear dies
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M (AP) Homer C. Plckens, who nursed a
singed Smokey Bear after the
cub was rescued from a forest
fire, has died at the age of 91.
Plckens, a former director of
the state Department of Game
and Fish, died Sunday In Albuquerque after a brief illness.
Plckens kept Smokey at his
house for a while In 1950 after the
injured cub was rescued after a
fire near Capitan in south-central
New Mexico, said BUI Huey, another former director of the department. The bear, originally
called "Hot Foot Teddy," became
the Forest Service's national fire
prevention symbol.
Huey said Plckens and another
man flew the cub to Washington,
D.C., amid great fanfare. Smokey
resided in the National Zoo until
he died In 1976.
Plckens joined the Game and
Fish Department in 1931 and was
a district game warden before
becoming assistant director the
department In 1940.
APPtMo/Tiu tenor

Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

Alex Resaick, 4, left, reaches for a swirling kite at Lake Balboa
In Van Nays, a district of Los Angeles' San Fernando Valley on
Monday.
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ACROSS
THE STATE
High school
indicted
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HAMILTON, Ohio - A grand
Jury on Tuesday charged a high
school principal accused of trying to have his wife killed with
inducing panic.
The charge is the same one
filed against his ex-wife - who
was accused of trying to hire
someone to kill him.
The Butler County grand jury
Indicted Clarence Wilkinson on
the misdemeanor charge, ignoring an earlier felony charge of
conspiracy to commit murder,
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Additional Pizzas $5

OPEN FOB
LUNCH

VOTED

MARCH 2ND AT 6PM AT KREISCHER

t

Alpha Gamma Delta, proudly recognize
these sisters for being selected for
Order of Omega
Kim Fladd
Allison Taylor
Tammy Killean

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Coupon tSjM MSM

FOR FREE DELIVERY
MST urn IN WOOD cowrrr ■ SJJ SJJ SJJ

call 2-7164
or 2-2343
for more info

• NOWRENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

,641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-43801

Profits go to maka-awiah
foundation

WINTER CARNIVAL
EXTRAVAGANZA!
FEB. 25,-7 P.M.-11 P.M.,
GRAND BALLROOM
LOTSOFFUNI BE THERE!
Games! food! maze! mystics!
sumo wrestling! caricatures!
bouncy boxing! music! prizes!
DON'T MISS IT!
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info.

CONGRATULATIONS!

&$

HOME FALCON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TONIGHT vs. BALL STATE - 7:30 PM!
X'lN
•*■
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proudly announces its new member class:
Matt Kupstas
Jameson Miller
Christopher Nelson
GregPartin

\l \ Al \ \l \ Al \ Al \ Al \-

MID AM MANOR

Phi Sigma Kappa
GabeKing
Keith Morales
Craig Guiley
Nick Kadel

Kim VanDivort

CONGRATULATIONS

Al \ \l \ Al \ Al \

1

sign up Feb 22nd - Mar 1st in the V2£rU5)office,
330 Union - FREE SIGN-UPS!
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The Middletown Journal reported
Tuesday.
Under Ohio law, Inducing panic
means causing alarm by threatening to commit a crime. It is
punishable by up to six months in
jail and a $1,000 fine.
A woman who answered the
phone at Wilkinson's home said
he was not available to comment.
She would not take a message.
Wilkinson's lawyer, Robert
Coughlln, did not return calls left
at his Dayton office.
Middletown Police filed the
felony charge In December after
they arrested Wilkinson, 44, the
principal of Franklin High
School.

Beware:
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CSC discusses full-time
employment, vacation
Jay Young
The BC News

Discussions about receiving
full-time Jobs and going on vacation dominated Tuesday's Classified Staff Council meeting.
John Moore, executive director
of Personnel
Services, responded to employee concerns and policy changes the
council recommended in
January.
At the beginning of the
Moore
year, the council proposed that upon retiremerit classified employees with
at least 10 years of service be
reimbursed the rate of one hour
of pay for every two hours of accumulated balances. Amounts
would be based on their last base
rate of pay.
Another proposal was made to
increase the number of vacation
hours to make them more equal

to those of the administrative
staff and to allow classified staff
employees to use personal leave
time In any Increment above one
hour.
Kathy Eninger, council chairwoman, said most of the proposals, which are awaiting consideration by the Administrative
Council, will probably be killed.
"Personal leave might make
it," Eninger said.
Council members voiced concern to Moore about part-time
employees working a full-time
schedule. He said that is a possibility for a short period of time.
"You can have an individual
that can be a part-time employee
who can actually work 40 hours
or more," Moore said. "You cannot continue that process for a
long period of time."
Moore said such an arrangement should not last any longer
than six weeks. He said the goal
Is to make sure all groups involved receive a fair share of
time.
"The thing that we're trying to
do right now is make sure there

USG

VIETNAM

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

document violations, why have
the rules?"
Stefancic said he would not
consider reporting the violations
to the EOB to be a mudslinging
tactic. He said it is his hope that
everyone involved in the election
is mature enough that it doesn't
escalate to mudslinging.
'These violations reflect the
inexperience of the candidates,"
he said.
This is Stefancic's third election campaign and Matthew Jordan's second. Jordan is Stefancic's running mate.
"We're not going to go looking
for violations," Stefancic said.
"But if we see them, we will
bring them to EOB's attention."
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tan t because Vietnam is a significant part of recent American
history.
"This Is a place we read and
hear so much about, but know
little of," he said. "We want to
see what this country is really
like."
The program offers students
and colleagues an opportunity to
see the country and its culture
for themselves, Muego said.
"They will have the chance to
meet the Vietnamese as people
and see how they react to us as
Americans," Muego said.
Muego said he believes the trip
may be exciting, but it may also
trigger some tears.
"Some of us are the children of
the men who fought in the war,"
he said. "When we see certain

080C-BSC

Reaching For The Stars

is equality in the areas," Moore
said. "You can't be giving
someone 40 hours and somebody
else less than that"
Eninger addressed the issue of
employee vacation and the trouble some have receiving vacation.
"Some people are losing time
because they're not getting vacation time or they're made to feel
so guilty they don't take it off,"
Eninger said.
Moore said no one should feel
bad about taking vacation.
"You make yourself feel guilty.
No one makes you feel guilty," he
said. "Anyone who feels sorry
about not taking vacation, they
have a personal problem. It has
nothing to do with management."
Moore said employees should
be able to get vacation time as
long as they give "proper notice." He said the notification requirements correspond to each
department.

sites honoring these men and we
close our eyes, we think to ourselves, this could have been
someone I knew."
One of the most magnlficant
sites participants will get to see
is the Cu Chi Tunnel Complex,
Muego said. This is a three-level
network of tunnels stretching for
245 kilometers. The complex was
built by hand, mostly undercover
In the darkness, and took 11
years to finish.

Tht BG Newt/Ron Wtlti.tr

Ellsa Martlnelll (left) and Heather Ferguson watch closely as teammate Karen Jordan practices her
routine on the uneven bars. The Falcon gymnastics team hosts Western Michigan Friday night at 7
p.in. at Eppler Center.

Carrot Top
will return
Amy Johnson
The BC News

The complex is considered an
"engineering marvel," because It
empties into the Saigon River,
but the tunnel never flooded.
The workshop Is offered June
10 through July 3 from 8 a.m. until 5 p. m:
The cost for the trip is $2,471.
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Carrot Top is back and ready to
take on the Bowling Green crowd
again.
The University Activities Organization, as well as Student
Organizations Leadership Development, Panhellenic Council,
Off-Campus Connection and
WFAL 680-AM recently announced the return of the comedian Carrot Top on March 12 in
Anderson Arena.
Tickets for the concert will go

Carrot Top loved the Bowline
Green audience and its members'
enthusiastic attitudes, said Cathy
Flanagan, administrative director of UAO.
"The last time he was here he
went over his performance
The concert will be opened by time," Flanagan said. "We have
the band Odd Girl Out. The band decided to give him unlimited
plays locally, but is originally time during this performance."
from Cleveland.
Carrot Top first performed at
Steve Snyder, the spotlight en- the University in September.
tertainer director for UAO, said Tickets for the last performance
Carrot Top is back because of sold out in two days.
student demand.
"UAO is the No. 1 program"We have brought Carrot Top
back by the popular demand of ming board on campus with 350
students who saw him last time," members," Flanagan said. "We
Snyder said. "Carrot Top was attempt to meet the needs and
named campus entertainer of the wants of the campus community."
year by student request."

on sale Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Student Services
Forum. Student tickets will be $8
for bleacher seats and $12 for
ground seats. Tickets for the
public are $10 and $14.
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SOUTH SIDE 6
...Wlllltl Till] PARTY STARTS

737 S MAIN

352 8639

HOME FALCON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TONIGHT vs. BALL STATE - 7:30 PM!
HEY STUDENTS... WIN AN ISM. COMPUTER! Free sisn-up at next thee home women's basketball games!

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals
Special Benefits:
*No parental guarantee
♦Professional management
♦Full time maintenance service
♦Recycable bins available
Check out these apartments:
228 S. College
801 Fifth St.
309 High St.
803 Fifth St.
824 Sixth St.

725 Ninth St
114 1/2 S. Main
709 Fifth St
117 1/2 N. Main
320 Elm St,

Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure
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Graduate fills
vacant position
New director
sets lofty
goals for BG
community

Although this Is only his
first week on the Job, VanRenterghem plans to continue the
programs already implemented by the DBA and start some
new ones of his own.
"[The DBA's Job] Is to promote downtown Bowling
Green, but I think you have to
Nicole Pankuch
try and do it from the inside
The BG News
out," he said. "If you make the
downtown fun, students and
The Downtown Business
residents will come down."
Association benefitted from
VanRenterghem plans to
the University's December
continue work on the Heritage
graduating class.
2000 as a trustee on one of its
The new director. Chuck
committees, and also on the
VanRenterghem, was hired by
Community Commons walkthe DBA last week after the
way on Wooster Street.
December 1994 resignation of
Heritage 2000 is a commitJim Tinker, the DBA's former tee to restore the downtown
director.
area.
"The goal Is to make the
downtown the center of the
community as it once was," he
said. "Investments in the city,
like the Community Commons,
are important"
Among his new ideas for the
city, VanRenterghem said he
hopes to start a three-on-three
basketball tournament for
Chuck VanRenterghem charity where basketball
courts are set up on a closeddirector of the Downtown
Business Association off street.
He said he also would like to
expand and improve the Black
Swamp Arts Festival, which is
VanRenterghem, a 1994
Independent from the DBA, to
University graduate with a
increase the University's Indegree in communications,
volvement
became interested in local
"[The Black Swamp Arts
business management after
completing an internship with Festival] Is a great thing, and
we should build on it," Vanthe downtown office of the
Renterghem said.
Flndlay Chamber of Commerce last summer, he said.
"I liked the Flndlay business
An increase In the variety of
program, which is similar to downtown retail stores to
the Downtown Business Asso- meet the needs and demands
ciatiqn," VanRenterghem of the residents is another idea
said.
VanRenterghem said he hopes
to see implemented as direcDuring his final semester at
the University, he Interned at
tor.
Bowling Green Mayor Wes
Hoffman's office, where he
"As director, my first rewas informed by a secretary sponsibility is to the merabout the vacant director's pochants In the city," he said.
The position of DBA direcsition at the DBA, he said.
tor is paid through the city's
"After sending out my first
round of resumes and going general grant, although the
through my first Interviews, I DBA runs independently from
the city, VanRenterghem said.
got this Job," he said.

"If you make the
downtownfun,
students and
residents will come
down."

Plant to open near Toledo
State provides financial incentives to entice company
The Associated Press
NORTHWOOD, Ohio - Alcoa
announced Tuesday It will build a
$30 million auto parts plant in
this Toledo suburb.
About 12S people will initially
work at the plant, but that number could double in the next five
years.
"Ohio aggressively pursued
the project and offered competitive incentives," Gov. George
Voinovich said in a news release.
Some of the Incentives include
a 10-year tax abatement, a $2.8
million low-interest state loan
and a $400,000 state grant for
road improvements around the
site.
The plant will build aluminum

frame and body parts for automobiles.
Construction will begin immediately and should be complete

picked North wood because of the
availability of a "high-quality
workforce" and location. The
plant is being built on 37 acres

"Ohio aggressively pursued the project and
offered competitive incentives"
Gov. George Voinovich

later this year.
"This plant will be a tremendous support to the automotive
industry," Voinovich said.
Richard Shepard, director of
automotive structures, said the
Pittsburgh-based company

He said several agencies
worked together to bring the
plant to Northwood.
Alcoa is the world's largest
near Interstate 75, about 55 miles
aluminum company with 164
south of Detroit.
"As auto makers use Increas- operating and sales locations in
ing amounts of aluminum to irr - 24 countries.

Save on Photo'
Processing at
Blue Ribbon
Photo

Giving plasma
helps people,
makes money
Bethanee Fitch
The BG News
University students can
change their hot red blood into
cold green cash.
Sera-Tec, at 350 Woodruff Ave.
in Toledo, is a plasma bank that
purchases plasma for around
$10-15 a week.
The plasma is
then sold to
various companies.
David Godwin, manager
of Sera-Tec,
said center
employees see
900-1000 people a week.
"We see people from many
walks of life," Godwin said.
"Some are students, bus drivers,
housewives and even business

prove fuel economy and vehicle
performance, we expect to be
able to meet those demands,"
Shepard said.
The plant will give the area a
boost, said Rick Weddle, president of the Toledo Regional
Growth Partnership, the economic development arm of the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority.

EXTRA SET
OF PRINTS
$1
Valid on all In-Lab 1 Hr.
Processing. Gat the
second set of color prints
tor $1 whan the first sat Is
developed and printed at
Blue Ribbon Photo Store.
Good on 110, 126, 35mm
and disk tllm(c-41
process). Coupon not
valid w/other special
otters. Coupon must be
presented when film Is left
for processing. One roll
per coupon.
.
Coupon Expires 3/4/95 '

professionals."
An appointment is not needed
for people who want to sell their
plasma.
"Anyone interested needs to
just bring their student or a picture ID, then they will see a doctor to donate," Godwin said.
The maximum anyone can donate is twice a week. Godwin said
Color Processing 8. So
this is because they extract only
Much Mote1
the plasma from the blood. When
W (IFRIHHONPHOTOS
'...•> (W IA! • •
people donate blood, it takes
'■.'•, UA ".
eight weeks for the cells to rejuAC HO
■ .'■ '■
venate.
353-4244
Nancy Gurney, director of
technical services for the Red
Cross In Toledo, said the difference between the plasma banks
Review your CPR
and the Red Cross has to do with
techniques...
money.
"The plasma banks are In busiYou may save a life!
ness," Gurney said. "The Red
Cross is a not-for-profit organization. What we do is a service for ■"////y//////y//f//////xys^^^
the people."
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Cheryl & Jen

PORTRJUT OF AN "A" STUDENT.

Anniversary Sole!!!
MtTMCrou Uf rrr FMNUTWI

4" Large,
e toppj
pizza
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f«Updtr**
We're giving it away and you con hove HI
-Spring Break Trip Accommodations March 17-2 tickets for Carrot Top March 12
Drawing at halftime <? BGSU-Akron
Men's Basketball game 1 00 Saturday february 25
Sign-up prior to tip-off only.

353-PflPA
626 S. Main

Love, the sisters of
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Have you Heard the News?
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Sponsored
t r o g t a m I
and Research

Two Brand New Buildings at

ARTS AND SCIENCES
SCHOLARSHIPS
Apply now for a $150
ALUMNI BOOK SCHOLARSHIP

Campbell Hill

If you...
• are a student in the College of Arts & Sciences
• have earned less than 92 hours by the end of
Spring 1996. (minimum of 80 hrs. completed
atBGSU)
• are in the upper 20% of your class:
minimum 8.38, soph,
minimum 8.25, Junior
• carry an overall GPA of liaaJhjui 8.8
• are able to demonstrate financial need

Applications are available lit the
College Office SOS Administration
Building, and must be returned by
March 17.

For Fall of 1995

FRC BASIC AND MAJOR
GRANT PROGRAM - 95/96

1995/96 FRC BASIC AND MAJOR GRANT RECIPIENTS
On behalf of the Fi culty Research Committee (FRC), the Office of
Sponsored Prograi ns and Research wishes to congratulate the
recipients of 1995- 96 FRC Basic and Major Grant Program Awards.
MAJOR GRANTS
Shaxona Ben-Tov, English

Narasaiah Gavini, Biology

BASIC GRANTS
•2 and 3 Bedrooms

•Full Basements

•Washer/Dryer Hookups

•Air conditioning

Greenbriar Inc.
I

Vemer Bingman. I 'sychology
Franklin Goza, Sociology
David Hamish, M usic Comp.
Elizabeth Heinem in. History
Roudabeh Jamasb i, Med. Tech.
Charles Keil. Env Health
Annette Mahoney Psychology
Scott Martin, His tory
Grace Montepied ra, ASOR
Chris Mruk, Firelinds

M. Neil Browne, Economics
Angela MS. Nelson, Pop. Culture
Barbara O'Donnel, AHE
Joy Potthoff, AHE
Sheila Roberts, Geology
Elizabeth SemenchuWsychology
Peter Shields, Telecomm.
Michael Staub, English
Edward Stockwell. Sociology
James Young, Mathematics
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:- GRANT
Angela Nelson, professor of
popular culture, will use her baste grant to examine black actors
and actresses in television situation comedies of the early 1950s
and late 1960s.
'Tart of the focus will be what
was going on In America at that
time," she said. "The changes
that occurred between the two
time periods and so forth. Also,
the Images we had In of blacks
and television in those times."
Nelson will also be looking at
how black critics viewed black
actors in early television.
"Ill be looking at magazines
for comments on those shows,"
she said. "There will be dominant
magazines like Time and TV
Guide, as well as ones like
Ebony."
Shows that Nelson will be looking at in the early '50s include
"The Beullah Show", which had
equally white and black castmembers, and "Amos "N" Andy",
which was all black.
For the late '60s time period,
"Julia" and "The Cosby Show"
will receive Nelson's attentions.
Faculty members from all
areas apply for the annual grant
awards.

BACK

MARCH 12th
7pm
Management Inc.

^Tickets: S12/S8>

* Bnrahle

Native-American
issues will be topic
of guest lecturer

Twins

Continued from page one.
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I ON SALE I
I Thmiday, I
I February
23rd Student
! Services |
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Ethnic studies
professor will
discuss past,
present ideas
Ann L. Snyder
The BC News

Ward Churchill from the University of Colorado in Boulder
will speak on campus Thursday
of present and past NativeAmerican issues surrounding our
culture.
Churchill, a professor of
Native American and Ethnic
Studies, is also the coordinator of
the American Indian Movement
for the Colorado chapter.
The cultural events committee,
along with a group of supporters,
invited Churchill to the campus
to speak in a group setting as
well as to individual classes.
Hall manager of Chapman,
Todd Williamson, said inviting
Churchill was his idea due to the
high regards he had for his ideas
and thoughts.
"I was first Introduced to
Churchill in an American Culture
Studies class taught by Linda
Pertusatl," Williamson said. "He

APPhMa/Blli Lackey
Ka-Sandra Dougherty, 22 months, and her 14-week-old dalmatloo
friend Buddy could pass as twins as Ka-Sandra wears her black
and white cow suit as they play Sunday morning In Middle town,
Ohio.

New New New New New
Hillsdale Apts. 2bdrm flats, very
spacious, 9 foot ceiling, car ports.
91/2 or 12 mo. lease.
Starts at $500.

Management Inc.

Management Inc.
830 FOURTH ST. The Willow
House is now leasing for next year.
1bdrm, gas heat, A/C. starting at
$310/mo. 353-5800.

Beta Alpha Psi, an accounting
honorary organization at the
University, offers various tax
clinics for senior citizens who
need assistance in filing their
taxes.
Angle Wacker, co-chairwoman
for the tax clinic, said the organization offers this service yearly
and it usually has a good response.
"It is a free service for the
senior citizens," she said. "They
seem to enjoy it because of the

Students prepare taxes for filing
personalness and also because
we explain things to them."
Participating in this Is beneficial to the senior citizens and the
students that help prepare the
tax forms, Wacker said.
"It benefits us because it gets
us experience in the real world,"
she said. "It also feels good to
help the senior citizens."
Larry Kowalski, the group's
adviser, said these tax clinics
have been offered for the past 17
years and it has always been

well-received.
"This Is beneficial because it is
a practical experience where
students can apply the things
they have learned in the classroom," he said.
Kowalski also said he was
proud of the students for their
generosity with their time.
The tax clinics are offered
March 1, March 8 and April S
from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Senior Citizen Center on Main
Street.

ISOMI.-Vf.ieil Mltl

AND HE'S
BRINGING HIS

SOLD.WFJIL.

on-Caapu*

for more info,
call 2-2343

Other supporters of the event
are the Women Studies and History Departments, Residential
Services, University Activities
Organization, Student Activities
Organization and the PEOPLE
committee.
Churchill will speak in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom at 7:30
pjn.

The tax clinics are not just for
senior citizens, and college students can also get assistance
from them, Wacker said.
Although many of the people
who come to get help with their
taxes are senior citizens, the organization will help anyone that
needs it, Kowalski added.
Beta Alpha Psi, which has
about 35 members, is an honorary organization for accounting
majors who have a 3.0 GPA in
their major classes. The organization offers its members service and community involvement.
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Buffet
$5.20

All You Can Eat

Incl: Salad bar, baked
potato, veggie &
unlimited beverage

OIM:\ I::SO-7.M,

YOUR CAMPUS PRINTER

PHEASANT ROOM

$3

¥$i&

Panama City Beach,

FLORIDA
The Finest Beachfront Properties!
SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
AND
THE BOARDWALK BEACH RKSORT
Located next to Spinnaker
& Club La Vela

*&&>

$4.95 A

*<
**&*

Inch Salad ft garlic
bread

COMPLETE PACKAGES FROM:
$159 Per Person
Includes daily beach parties, evening club
parties with beverages, discounts and more.
Call now for details:

800-558-3002

,w

OPEN 5-7PM
I» All students meal plan cards
accepted

Brought to you by

Todd Williamson
hall manager of Chapman

UNIVERSITY UNION REPROgraphics
♦Best Values on Campus

: 924 I WEDNi SDAY
The award
winning
comedian is
back in
Bowling
Green,*.

"He is a very moving
speaker because he
had a direct and
straightforward
approach to
controversial topics."

Clinics aid senior citizens
Genell Pavilion
The BG News

VERY LARGE 1bdrm. 215
East Poe Rd. all utilities except
elec. SUrts at $310. 353-5800.

is a very moving speaker because he had a direct and
straightforward approach to controversial topics."
"Mr. Churchill is speaking on
the anniversary of the death of
Ana Mae Aquash. a prominent
Native American," Williamson
said. '.'He has written a number
of books, and one of them deals
with the alleged cover up of Ana
Mae's death by the FBI."

^VEiASSOCUTES
The leader in Student Ski
* Beach Tours since 1»7»

>'V3

Member Awnu Ci/.v ««,*.. Chamber of Comment

'2nd poo* and r

*Mm
A T U R I
Martin Williford
Candles Grier
BGSU Gospel Choir
Prosperity Singers Ministries
The African-American Voices ot OSU
High Praise

,•.-

Master ot Ceremonies
Minister Paul Mitchell
Dayton, Ohio
FREE tor BGSU Students
$3.00 tor Adults
Children Under 10
admitted FREE

Saturday, February 25,1995
3:00 pm to 6:00 pm, Kobacker Hall
Purchase or pick up tickets at Kobacker Box Office
BGSU I.D. Required
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BG men take on Ball State I Falcons look
to tournament
Marty Fuller
The BG News

The men's basketball team
will take to the big, bad MidAmerican Conference road
once again when It tangles with
the Ball State Cardinals tonight
at 7 JO.
The Falcons (1S-7 overall, 9-5
in MAC play) have struggled
all season to find the formula
that will give them some consistency away from home.
The discontented BG squad
has only been able to muster a
3-6 record on the road.
"I don't think it's our confidence level," BG guard Jay
Larranaga said. "I think our
enthusiasm is a lot better - we
really do a better job of pumping each other up, talking to
each other and just getting a
little more psyched up for the
home games.

of the MAC Tournament quarterfinals.
The Falcons have lost road
contests to four league teams
that they have beaten at home.
Defeats to Kent, Ohio, Toledo
and Eastern Michigan have all
been evened out by home victories against the very same
squads.
"It's no secret around the
league that Bowling Green
plays extremely well at home,"
TJT head coach Larry Glpson
said. "I think they have the
same trouble as everyone else
does - it's hard to maintain
your poise on the road when
you're playing catch-up."
Earlier in the year, the Falcons were able to knock off the
Cardinals at home 88-73, but if
the trend continues, BG wont
be happy with tonight's results.
"Why is there such variance?

Dm Feltner
The BG News
With just four games left in the
regular season, the Bowling
Green women's basketball team
has one immediate goal in mind Improve itself for positioning in
the upcoming Mid-American
Conference Tournament
The Falcons (7-15 overall, 5-9
MAC) find themselves in seventh
place, one game behind Central
Michigan.
BG hosts Ball State tonight,
while the Chlppewas play host to
Kent
BG faces an opponent that's
fighting for its tournament life.

|U< MEN'S HIM 1 II
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ULNVUVH III
Bowling Green
At
Ball State
74.8
51.2
36.7
67.8
67.8
+2.8
88

Scoring
FG%
3-PT FG%
FT%
Pts. Allowed
Reb. Margin
Last Meeting
January 25,1995

"On the road every place is
different Places like Akron i there's not a lot of fans, and
it's just a little bit harder." BG
will have to find the answer
soon as Ball State sports a 10-1
home mark and trails the Falcons by just one game in the
MAC standings. A Cardinals'
win will move them into a tie
with BG for the final home spot

78.4
48.8
35.4
64.1
73.1
+0.2
73

It's consistency," BG head
coach Jim Larranaga said.
"When you play the same way
you play on a regular basis c that's what makes you very
good."
Larranaga also believes that
as the year winds down, physical wear and tear begin to take
their toll. With that in mind, the
Falcon coach decided not to

The Falcons come into tonight's contest riding the play of
senior forward Michelle Shade.
Shade has been the mainstay of
the Falcon offense all season but
has been particularly sharp of
late
In two games last week. Shade
totaled 60 points (30 each against
Eastern Michigan and Toledo)
and shot 72 percent (28-39) from
the field. That effort moved her
season average to 16.9 points per
game and put her just 14 points
behind Andrea Nordmann for
eighth place on BG's all-time
scoring list.
"Michelle's really been carrying a ton of the load on offense,"

Thf BG NewVBcth Mxtcra

Falcon forward James Cerisler tips a shot against Toledo last
Saturday. BG travels to Ball State tonight to face the fifth place
Cardinals.
have a team practice on Sunday™- Monday.
"We don't need to get better
at what we do, we need to do
what we do now well," Larranaga said.
Ball State will attack the
road-weary Falcons with forwards Steve Payne and Bonzi
Wells. Payne leads the team in
scoring (16.7 ppg) and rebounding (10.3 rpg). He is also
fifth In the MAC in scoring,
third in rebounding and fourth
in field goal percentage. Wells
leads the league in steals and is

averaging
game.

14.6 points per

The Falcons are led by senior
center Shane Kline-Ruminski,
who posts 17 points a contest
and pulls down 7 rebounds a
game.
Kline-Ruminski also leads
the team, as well as the nation,
in field goal percentage. His
output has pushed the Falcons,
as a team, to the No. 2 spot in
the nation in field goal percentage, trailing only Oklahoma State.

71.5
43.6
32.6
63.8
73.1
0.0
81

I

Ball State
Bowling Green
Scoring
FG%
3-PTFG%
FT%
Pts. Allowed
Reb. Margin
Last Meeting
January 25,1995

BSU sits in ninth place, two
games out of the final tournament slot
'1 think [BSU] knows they
need this game, and they probably think they have a good
chance at us after taking us to
double overtime In the first
game," Falcon coach Jaci Clark
said. "Right now we're concentrating on playing better. I think
we played well for a good portion
of the game Saturday [against
Toledo], and I mink we need to
build on that for the rest of the
season and into the tournament"

65.2
37.8
29.0
61.0
77.8
-3.5
74

Clark said. "The way she's been
playing ... every senior needs to
be playing like that at this time of
the season.
"It really hurt us when we lost
her to foul trouble against
Toledo. During that stretch we
had a rash of turnovers. But even
when we could control the ball
we didn't have that go-to person
to get the ball, and we need her in
the lineup to be that person."
Although she's not that 'go-to'
person yet, freshman Charlotta
Jones has been playing it.

Indians' top pick sits NHL teams struggle
out while others play to put puck in the net
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. ~ Youth
and a million-dollar signing
bonus gave Jaret Wright options.
So the teen-ager with the 96-mph
fastball is waiting back home in
Anaheim, Calif., unwilling to
have his name associated with
the replacement team the Cleveland Indians are assembling.
"I talked to my agent and to
Cleveland about It, and we just
didn't feel it would be a good idea
to go down and play in the exhibition games with replacement
players," Wright said Tuesday in
a telephone interview. "I'm just
basically trying to stay out of it."
The majority of the Indians'
best prospects are either on their
40-man roster - which means
they're on strike - or in camp.
Noteworthy by their absence are

Wright, Cleveland's No. 1 pick in
last June's amateur draft, and
Daron Klrkreit, the Indians' top
pick the year before.
Klrkreit couldn't come to camp
early with the other minorleaguers because he's finishing
up his school year, general manager John Hart said.
Wright, however, simply declined the invitation to attend the
early camp. He'll come in by
March 6, when the minor-league
camp normally would have begun.
If the Indians ask him to play
in exhibition games, he'll refuse
- not out of any deep-seated feelings about the strike or the
players' cause, but because he
wants to make sure he's not ostracized at some point down the
line
Wright's father, Clyde, is a
former major-leaguer who once

won 22 games for California as
an All-Star in 1970. The elder
Wright now operates a baseball
school.
"I talked to my dad a lot about
this," said Wright, who struck out
16 batters in 13 innings with Burlington of the Appalachian
League last summer. "We felt
this was the best way not to cause
any problems for me later on. We
didnt feel it would be wcrth it to
go in for an extra 15 days. I'm
really going to try to stay away
from playing in any of the exhibition games."
The Indians promise not to
hold it against him, or against
any other minor-leaguer who refuses to play in the exhibition
games. The players union has
said it will consider anyone who
plays In any of the games, exhibition or regular season, a strikebreaker.

King's Grant shows
he is worth contract
Ttia Associated Press
CINCINNATI - OK, so It
sounds corny. Brian Grant, enjoying a notable NBA rookie
season, believes that his hard
work paid off.
He is opening some eyes with
the Sacramento Kings.
After a contract holdout kept
him out of training camp, Grant
won the power forward job 23
games into the season. In his first
full month as a starter, he became the NBA's rookie of the
month, averaging 15.8 points and

9.7 rebounds in 15 games. He
started the NBA's rookie all-star
game.
But it wasn't always clear to
Grant, when he was playing for
Xavier University in Cincinnati,
that he would realize his dream
of playing in the National Basketball Association.
"Lots of times, I thought I'd be
in Europe, or back home working
- somewhere," said Grant, who is
from Georgetown, Ohio. "The
surprising thing Is, If you work
hard, good things will come to
you. I thought that was only in
high school and college."

He has helped Sacramento win
28 games this season, as many
wins as they had all last season.
"He's done everything we've
asked of him," Kings coach
Garry St. Jean said. "There's a
very big upside to bis basketball.
I couldn't give you a downside."
Through three quarters Monday night against the Detroit Pistons, Grant had a game-high 20
points, 'and Sacramento had a
two-point lead.
But Grant was blanked in the
fourth quarter. He finished with
See Grant, page eight.

Ken Rappoport
The Associated Press
After losing 4-1 to the Hartford Whalers earlier this
season, the Montreal Canadiens were taken to task by
coach Jacques Demers for
their lack of offense.
The Canadiens aren't the
only ones having problems
scoring.
There's a drop in scoring this
season and players point to a
variety of reasons, including
the most obvious: sharp goaltending and not-so-sharp
shooters who haven't quite gotten into the swing of it because
of the season's late start
"I think based on our first
few games, the goaltenders
were more ready than the rest
of us," New York Rangers'
Brian Leetch said.
As of this past weekend, 22
of the 26 teams had at least one
goal tender with a goals-against
average less than 3.
Buffalo Sabers' Dominlk
Hasek, the only goaltender last
season under 2 goals per game,
continued his brilliance with a
1.62 goals-against average.
And he wasn't even the league
leader - Detroit Red Wings'
Chris Osgood was, at 1.34.
Every team but six had at
least one goaltender with a
save percentage of .900 or
above. Osgood was the league
leader with .945, while Hasek
wits second at .943.
In 1992-93, an average of 7.2
goals were scored in each
game. Last season, it was 6.5.
In the first three' weeks of this
lockout-abbreviated season,
goal J were down to 5.9.
"You look at every team and
there are good goaltenders,"

APpkMo/Jiutlnlde

Newly acquired Bostoa Bruin Mats Naslnad, who the Bruins
hope will help their scoring, advances up the ice in a practice.
said Montreal's Kirk MuUer,
whose Canadiens boast one of
the best In Patrick Roy.
"It's a combination," Muller
says. "Everyone's playing our
type of hockey - patient
hockey, low scoring. It's like
playoff hockey ... and because
of it, there's not many chances
and the goalies are very good
when they get the opportunities."
The prevailing opinion in die
NHL is that team* have gone
Into a defensive mode because
of the shortened 48-game
schedule. Leas talented teams
without game-breaking scorers
have more of an opportunity to
win games that way.
"The trap is very effective in
keeping the scoring down, and
more teams are using it," said
Quebec defenaeman Uwe
Krupp, whose Nordlquee are

one of the higher scoring teams
In the league. "You're In a waiting position, and when you do it
very well, it's hard to score."
Added Marty Mclnnis of the
New York Islanders:
"Two years ago, there was a
lot of offense with ail the penalties being called. This year,
with the trap, it's more like
playoff hockey. Also, with 84
games, you tend to be a little
laxSuch expansion teams as the
Florida Panthers, San Jose
Sharks and Anaheim Mighty
Ducks have had success with
the so-called "trap defense."
"I think you're seeing a
change over the last couple of
years," Leetch said. "Teams
are trapping. So goals are down
and the scores haven't really
counteracted that"

•
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Improved BG defense
needed for playoff run
Christian Pelusl
The BG News
Regular season hockey and
. playoff hockey are two complele' ly different games. The Bowling
. Green Falcons must make that
distinction to advance in the Central Collegiate Hockey Associa, tion playoffs.
Each game is magnified and
focuses on aspects of Bowling
- Green's game that are in need of
improvement.
The Falcons have struggled the
D past two weekends to a 0-3-1 re
,. cord and need to get back on
.. track in order to bounce the
basement Buckeyes this weekend. These games shouldn't be
v more than a tune-up toward a
tough season-closing pair of
. games at home against Lake Sui perior and Ferris State in two
weeks.
Scoring shouldn't be a problem
area in the playoffs because BG
la behind only Michigan in the
CCHA in goals scored and powerplay efficiency. They also have a
go-to star in Hobey Baker Award
candidate Brian Holzinger, who
leads a group of nine 10-plus goal
scorers on Bowling Green, with
- 30 goals.

But the Achilles' heel for Bowling Green is defense, where
lapses have given opponents easy
goals all year. The forwards must
come back to aid the defensemen
in the breakout and clearing the
zone, make their passes easier
and not allow opponents to forecheck and force a bad read.

Grant

BG must also develop greater
consistency in killing penalties,
especially after giving up three
power-play goals last Friday to
Michigan, then zero on Saturday
to Western Michigan. They are
only seventh In the league in that
category.
In the NHL, the golden rules
for success in the playoffs are
great special teams and hot goal-

ee hi-istiari
tending. College hockey is no
different. The Falcons have
shown the ability to kill penalties
and score with the manadvantage, but need more defensive stability to keep Will Clarke
from having to make the big save
all of the time.
Other random shots heard
around the sporting world:
•Overshadowed in the success
of other teammates, right wing
Mike Johnson is having a quiet,
yet outstanding, year. Johnson is
13th in CCHA overall scoring
with 15 goals and 24 assists and
plays some of the best two-way
hockey on the team.

•With BG head football coach
Gary Blackney turning down the
head coaching jobs at Iowa State
and Louisville and his name out
of contention for the vacancy at
Michigan State, interest will only
increase. Another good season
will open the flood gates.
•Think Blackney was crazy
for not taking the MSU Job?
When asked why not, he pointed
to, among many reasons, the instability in the administration.
Wonder what gave him that
idea?
Maybe it was the university
president's edict of eight wins or
hit the bricks to former coach
George Perles. Or maybe it was
former Athletic Director Merrilyn Dean Baker quitting a few
weeks ago. If that's an ideal Job,
so is headmanning the Los Angeles Clippers. Good choice,
Coach.
• Don't be fooled by the torrid
start by the Pittsburgh Penguins.
They have quickness, scoring
and playoff experience, but they
are so defensively deficient that
unless they deal for more blue
line depth, they will not advance
past their second-round crash
last season. Calling Chris Chelios.
•The new World League of
American Football team from
Scotland's nickname is the Claymores. As in the dismembering
landmines triggered by a tripwire. What's next? The Colombian Neckties? The German Mustard Gas?
Christian Pelusi is a junior
journalism major and sportswriter for The BG News.

:

Continued from page seven.

20 points - same as Detroit's
Grant Hill, another rookie-of-theyear candidate - and 10 rebounds, three steals, two blocks
- and two assists in a 99-93 loss.
; Grant entered Monday's game
• with season averages of 13.8
'. points (sixth among rookies), 7.3

rebounds (third), l.S blocks
(first), and a .508 field-goal percentage (third).
"We're turning it around here,
and it makes me happy to be a
part of it," he said of the Kings.
"And I have the respect of my
teammates. That matters to me a

lot more than what writers think
of me."
Off the court. Grant has taken
part in holiday food drives sponsored by the Kings, bought
Christmas presents for a poor
family hi Sacramento, and spoken to youth groups.
Last week, while driving home,
he heard a radio report about a
16-year-old Sacramento girl who
had been shot and killed, allegedly by her foster father, and about
how there was no money to pay
for her burial. Grant paid the
balance himself.
Grant's 10-year contract with
the Kings is worth $30 million.
The contract allows him to nullify it after two years and test the
market, which Grant said he
plans to do.

TJBQI \m
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SPONSORED BY

163 S. Main
Win a Kaufman's T-shirt and hat.

',

Name:
Address:

Phone

Mike Kazimorc
9-6

Men
Akron at BG
Toledo at Western Mich.
Kent at Eastern Mich.
Miami at Ball State
Ohio at Central Mich.

Scott Brown
12-3
49-12

Dave Feltner
12-3
49-12

BG
Toledo
EMU
Miami
Ohio

BG
Toledo
EMU
Miami
Ohio

BG
Toledo
EMU
Miami
Ohio

Toledo
Kent
Miami
Ohio

BG
Toledo
Kent
Miami
Ohio

BG
Toledo
Kent
Miami
Ohio

Akron
Toledo
Kent
Miami
Ohio

Illinois
Indiana
Mich. St.
Minn.
Purdue

Michigan
Indiana
Mich. St.
Minn.
Purdue

Michigan
Indiana
Mich. St.
Minn.
Purdue

Michigan
Indiana
Mich. St.
Minn.
Purdue

45-16
BG
WMU
EMU
Ball St.
Ohio

Marty Fuller
11-4
48-13

Women
BG at Akron
Western Mich, at Toledo
Eastern Mich, at Kent
Ball St. at Miami
Central Mich, at Ohio

BQ

Big Ten
llllinois at Michigan
Penn. St. at Indiana
Mich. St. at Northwestern
Minnesota at Ohio St.
Wisconsin at Purdue

To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News. 210 West
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entries must be submitted by 5
p.m. Friday. Rich Accordino. 324 Campbell Hill, was last week's winner. Rich picked 14 of 15 games correctly.

/e've got the best work clothe]
in town!
AMATEUR CONTEST
Wednesday. February 22nd

FOXY BOXING

Thursday.February 23rd

OIL WRESTLING
Monday. February 27th
Gel in FREE with Ihis ad
Your signature required
Excludes special events

THE BEST
|s
CHICKEN BREAST
X
IN TOWN I

I

$100 Couch Dance Giveaway.
every Tuesday

135 S Byrne Rci • Toledo • 531-0079

IIOOD OPERATIONS
BG&ZJ STTJDEISTTS

HELP WANTED
IMMEDIATELY!
PART

Preferred Properties
Management Company
530 S. Maple

352-9378

TIME

GRAPHIC
PRODUCTION
INTERN
$4.55 HR.
15-20
HOURS A. WEEK
CONTACT:
LORRAINE
372-7839
M-W-P
BARB
372-7938
T-THUR8.

1

Come In and test our
breast along with an order
of chips at great prlcel
See you therell
/ Chicken \ / FREE WINGS\
•Waste* Chip. | w / purchase at 1
Wing Orderl
I Combo $3.29/ ISingle
. .....
_ ^f
\TIM.|| ».-. IIMT
\V»MI»II■>!■■!■> Weli
I

Call 353-BWWW
176 E. Wooster
BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

Sportt
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NCAA committee to Newest Boone breaks
face tough decisions with family tradition
Doug Tucker
The Associated Press

on live television that Sinday
evening. The announcement
will launch a three-week basketball extravaganza climaxing with the national championship game April 3 in the
Seattle Klngdome.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - What
used to be easy for the NCAA
tournament selection committee is becoming difficult.
What used to be hard is becoming unmercifully tough on
nine men holed up in a Kansas
City hotel room selecting and
seeding the 64-team field.
"It seems like it will be even
more difficult than last year,"
committee chairman Bob
Frederick said Tuesday, acknowledging the previous
chairman said the same thing a
year ago.
Armed with a host of reference materials they call the
"nitty gritty," the committee
members will get together the
weekend of March 10-12 and
unveil their finished product

The committee's main task is
picking 35 at-large teams to go
with 29 schools that get automatic bids and seeding them
one through 16 in four rcgionals.
Seeding the top teams used
to be fairly simple, Frederick
said during a conference call.
"But It would appear to me,
based on what's happened the
last six weeks, that it's going to
be difficult to seed the top
teams as well as the middle
ones," Frederick said. "I suspect the nitty gritty will come
into play in seeding the first
eight teams."

The nitty gritty is a computer-generated sheet which lists
17 factors on teams. Including
rankings by regional coaches
committees, power rankings,
non-conference records, road
records, records against teams
in the top 25, top 50, top 100 and
more.
"If there are, say, five teams
we're looking at, we ask the
computer to generate the nitty
gritty sheet for those five and
we look at how they compare In
each of the 17," said Frederick,
athletic director at Kansas.
"In years past, it seemed
there was more discussion
about how the committee
would evaluate teams for atlarge selections. It seems this
year more emphasis will be on
how to seed the first [eight
teams] with so many different
teams going in and out of No.
1."

JoeKiy
The Associated Press

PLANT CITY, Fla. - His father
was a union stalwart. His brother
is a striking major leaguer. And
now it's time for Aaron Boone to
figure out where he fits in his
family's legacy of union involvement.
The 21-year-old third baseman
reported to the Cincinnati Reds'
training camp Tuesday with a lot
of uncertainty. He emptied his
equipment bag into a locker
across from the one that his
brother, Bret, used last spring.
"I don't know what to think of
it all," Aaron said.
At least he didn't have to take
his brother's number and locker.
"1 was telling my brother I'd
probably get his locker," he said
with a laugh.
Aaron is in the second wave of
minor leaguers reporting to the
Reds' camp. The club has turned

spring training into a minorleague camp and won't name its
strike-replacement team until
March 20.
Some of the other players in
the clubhouse were around for
the 1990 spring-training lockout.
Some have played in the majors
and were part of the union. But
no one else comes from such a
family tradition of baseball union
activism.
His father. Bob, helped nurture
the union through its earlier
fights with the owners. Bob now
is the first-year manager of the
Kansas City Royals, who work
out down the road in Haines City.
His brother is the Reds' second
baseman and a staunch union
supporter. Aaron, Bret and Bob
had been staying together in Kisslmmee - about an hour's ride
away - until this week.
A lot of soul-searching went
into Bob's decision to go ahead
and manage the Royals. Bret is

committed to staying away.
Aaron said he won't be a strikebreaker.
But Aaron could find himself
with a tough decision - the kind
his father and brother already
have faced - when the Reds open
exhibition play March 2. Anyone
who refuses to play in an exhibition is going to be kicked out of
camp. The union says anyone
who plays is a strikebreaker.
Aaron is getting a first-hand
idea of what his father and
brother have been through.
"Well, as of right now, I'm kind
of hoping they'll work something
out before that or hopefully it
will become more clear," Aaron
said. "I'm here as a minor-league
player. I will not be considered a
strikebreaker. I'm here to work
out and get ready for my season.
"It is weird. You don't know
how to feel. Certainly, I tend to
look at it more from my brother's
standpoint"

Classifieds
DAFFODIL DAYS ARE COMING!
March 13-14

CAMPUS EVENTS

EUCHRE* SPADES TOURNAMENT
CASH PRIZES!
SKSN UP IN UAO OFFICE RM. 130 UNION
FEB. 22-MAR. 1
Games held on Mar. 2
6pm at tho ground floor ol Kreischer
Call 2-71S4 or 2-2343 tor Ink).
Sponsored by UAO

•ATTENTION OSEAMembers:
Election torn, available outside 410 Ed.
Bldfl. Form* duo Friday Fob. 24th by
4:00pm. Elocllona will b. hold at tho gonoral
mlg. March 7, al 9pm In 11S Ed. Bldg.
temlnaer. Elections aro mandatory for
Ooldan Apple Award.

Free Showing of "Gerontmo"
Prout Lounge • Al Day
Take A Break
Bring A Friend
Learn Something
Sponsored By UAO
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 For More Info

ARE YOU 'ITCHIN' FOR TUITION?

*

Th* Honors Program. Honora Sudan:
Assoc., 4 Studont Book Exchange want
Bhttol
Buy your TUITION RAFFLE tickets
this week In ine Union Foyer.
OverWCKinprlzesll

GET PUBLISHED NOWI
PRAIRE MARGINS
The Undergraduate Fine Arts Magazine
Now accepting submissions ot art, poetry, and
action. Place submissions In Prsirle Margins
Mailbox 202C Unhr Hal. Any Questions Ca»
AiroooQ 353-0218.

Community Pervlco
,
Into the Streets will have our neat meeting
Wed., Feb. 22 at 9 00PM In 106 BA. Come
help us piarfwenta. Free Food New members
welcome.
Into the SI net a

IPC CLUB MEETING!
Thursday, February 23
7:30 pm 103 BA
Our speaker Ml be RK Tucker

laMaaaObllcua:
Monthly Lecture Serlee Presents:

Hospitality Mgmt. Society

Professor Adrian TVo Mai
"Ot 2 Cultures - A Hlspano Artlet"

•

El Sigma Delta
Monthly Meeting
February 23,7:30pm
BAA 4000
Guest Speaker .
Jodl Barnard
The RID Carlson

KARAOKE
KARAOKE
KARAOKE

Wednesday, February 22,1996
Campua Room - 3rd Floor Union
12:00-1:00 pm

PHIUPSH.ONOMICRON
Professional Project Wed. Feb. 22
8:30 -10 pm. Topic: International Year
ol Ihe Family. Bring pictures ol your
family to share.

Como out and sing like the stars.
Karaoke and MocktarleThursday
Feb. 23 7-10 pm in Dar-row
Acthrity Lounge.
Sponsored by HSA
I Idle Sibs and Kids Weekend is Com ingl
And ao are Boxer Shortsl
Juat$10.Burs*rablell

Student Organization Program
Loam more about programming student
organizations by attending this session
On Feb. 22 at 5 30 in the U-ion Slate Rm
Free pizza and pop I
RSVP at 372-8116, Student Services
sponsored by USG and UAO

THE 1995 BGSU JAPANESE AND CHINESE
CLUBS ARE PROUD TO PRESENT EXPERT
ARTIST-INRESIDENCE
DR. FUJIVA KAWASHIMA
DEMONSTRATING CHINESE INK DRAWING
AND JAPANESE CALLIGRAPHY WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 8:00 PM IN THE NAKAMOTO
ROOM ON THE 11TH FLOOR OF OFFENHAUER WEST FEBRUARY22,1996.

TRAVEL TO A FAR-AWAY PLACE - TIBET

The World Student Association
proudly presents
A Tibetan Encounter
-Loam how to make your own personal mendala-Ask questions about the Tibetan Sky Burial
-Hear Philip Sugden narrate his brief
documentary 'White Lotus'
Everyone Welcome. 7-9pm Fri. Feb. 24
IIOiFI.OIIenhajerWest
'Next Week A Sn • Lankan Encounter

continued on p. 10

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

■ ■j

SBBBBH

,

■ tiaaiiiill-.
■■■■■■■■■iJl

, l^

• Field Manor Apartments - 5 left

,^§§:

• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 5 left -^/*
• 334 N Main-14 left

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

iiii'xiiiiiuiiiiiiiiihiii'

• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses
224 E. Wooster

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staffl

IIII1T1

Green briar Inc.
OFFICERS'

TRAINING

352-0717

C0EPS

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

^

ITS FOR YOU!
Gain Experience Before
You Graduate!
We are looking for sales
representatives to sell for
BGSU Directories. Gain
Experience before you
Graduate!

• Earn serious Money
• Work flexible hours
• Make a commiiment
from March to June
• Gain valuable contacts
• Must have own car

Application Deadline: Thursday. Tet). 23 al 5:00 pm
Apply at 214 West Hall or call 372 0430 for more information

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

Captain
Boiastau at the
Job Fair In tht
Grand Ball Room mSMJUtTOTCOIJJSCttJISETOTWTra
on Fab. 28.
SM

ARMY ROTC

For mora dataila
atop by Rm. 181
memorial hall or
call 372-2476

For details visit Captain Boisseau, 151 Memorial Hall or call
372-2476

Classifieds
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continued from p. 9
WE'RE LOOKING FOR LEADERSWE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU!
Apply to become an
Execull ve or Director
of UAO
E xecull v* ■ pp»c ■ 11 on • a v all* W. NOWDIM FA. 21
Director appl leal lone a va I labta Feb. 27Do* March 9
DONT UN THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
Call 2-2343 (or more Into.
Win art) ID PANAMA CITY BEACH wattJAO
during Spring Break March 17-26. Drawing al
Halftime CJ the BGSU-AKRON Men's Basketbal game Saturday. Fab. 25th. Sudani SIGNUP baton TIP OFF only. Second Prua - loo
il<»BsatorCARROTTOPMarcti12.

AGD'AGD'AGD
The si ster s of Alpha Gamma Dal la
welcome all ol our new Spring Pledge*)I
We love 10 soo your smiling face*I
AQD-AGD-AGD
ALPHA CHI OMEGA ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Congratulations to
LAURA GERVAIS
and
CHRISTY SCHULTZ
on Doing chosen lor
Order of Omega

AOII ' AOII ' AOII
Congr at Jations to T ma
Poeppleman on your
selection to Order ot Omagal
Your sisters are pro jd I
AOII- AOII "AOII

SERVICES OFFERED
Word Processing. Resumes. Term Papers
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer
Call 352-6705(8-9)

AOII-AOII-AOII
Congratulations to Holly Marzerti
and Jill Camelaon your
selection as Hno Cha. Wa are
proud otyoul
AOII'AOII'AOII

Attention Students!
Need college money? Our financial aid packet
gives Info and hints tor finding $10008 in
scholarships and grants. Don't pay ISO service
feasl Do it yoursaffl Sand $7 to Mnutamen
Publishing 16 Kirkwood Ct. Akron, OH 44304.

WANTED
1 or 2 summer subteasers for 1 bedroom apt
l^eeeonoble rent Cal ol 353-2067
1 sublease* needed immed. tor an emc. apt.
Ctose to campus 1200 inc. sllutl Lease ends
Aug. Aryssa 372-2777.

KD- KAPPA DELTA'KD
1 iongratulstiona to our
sutenol-ne-week

1 to 4 su bis as ers needed tor summer. 2 bdm.
w/m run*, from campus. Only (190 par mo.
with moat uel. pd. Uchste 882-1393 Immed.

Laurie Areenaua. You are
doing an awesome job with
RushlKeeponSmillngl
KD* KAPPA DELTA'KD

ALPHA CHI OM EG A ALPHA CHI OMEGA

LOST & FOUND
lioo reward. Gold bangle bracelet low 220
pm al Campus Pollyayea. Santimanial value
Plusa call Laslie al 353-9373 il tound.

KD-KAPPA DELTA-KD
We k>ve all our awesome
new pledges I Congratulations
to Sara. Shannon, Conjr,
Danielle. Christina, and Caria
on entering into our circle ol
Mendshipl
KD-KAPPA DELTA'KO

2 roommates needed tor house. WII share
large bedroom. WM also live with 2 males and
1 female. H44/mo. Bike ride from campus.
Call 354-1813.

KCT LAURIE LECHOWIC7 ■ KD
Cc noratulaoona on being awarded
i in month's while Rose Award.
You are doing a super job wktl
sodall
KD * LAURIE LECHOWI;;: • KD

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MANDATORY CLINIC TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 28. B-9PM PICK UP AN APPLICATION AND TEST AND RETURN TO 130
FIELD HOUSE BY FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24,

'995.

LAOALAOALAOALAGA
372-0555 "372-0555
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
will hold a meeting on
■Thursday. Feb. 23 at 830 pm
In tie Off Campus Student Center
Moseley Hall
TOPIC: HomoseruaJiry in the Media
Meetings are open to a" gay, lesbian
and supportive members ot (ho community.

— U80 —
8TEFANCIC/J0RDAN
EXCELLENCE TODAY
FOR A BETTER TOMORROW
MARCH7AN01

HELP WANTED
(1750 weekiy pjss.b'rrnjiiro our circulars
No experienou rsquired. Benin Now.
For Into cnl 202-293- MM.

LAGAI.ACALAGAI.AGA
Attention: Student teachers
teaching Fan Semester. It's time
tor required TB akin tests Coal (a
Location: BGSU Student Health Service
Refer to dates that correspond with
tha initial ol your last name.
J-R Wed .FeD 22. 5-7pm
SZTues.Mar.7.5-7pm

Laura. I signed us up al tha Roc Center tor tie
self-defense (raining, ft won only (20.00 tor
four, two hour sessions. Dolrtivk.' worth the
money. Trad.

AA Cruise Ml rtrlngl Earn Big $$$ . Free
World Travel (Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii, Eto.)
Summer/Permanenl. No. Exper. Nee. Guide.
1919) 929- 4308 out. C1029.

AXO ALPHA CHI OMEGA AXO

Honors Program, Honors Student Association
and Student Book Exchange wii I Hei pi

The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
would like to Cone.ralulala
ALLYSON HARRIS
on being selected Rho Chi I
Well miss you curing Rui»hl

PAY YOUR SEMESTER'S TUITION
ONLY A It

FOR
ADVERTISING/MARKETING POSITIONS
Student Publications is currently
accepting applications for oeveral
oponingo for the 95-98 school

DONT BELIEVE IT?? CHECK OUT THE
TUITION RAFFLE IN THE UNION FOYER.
TICKET SALES.

'Must have own car
'Must be onergetic
■Must be able to make
commitment fj May 98

AXO ALPHA CHI (VsTOA A.1D
Changing Times Hair Salon would like to welcome Juke Long our new nail technician. Specials include 110 off a Kill sal of sculptured
nails. $5 off total balance and 10% off a manicure. 425 E. Woosler. 354-2244.

-KAPPA DELTA'
Congratulations to these sisters
on their peariings.
Molly Sharp to Harold Kom
Heather Lenhart to David Bunker
Jennifer Matthews to Chad Blosser
■KAPPA DELTA-

DOITINAGROUPI
Seeking excited young men or women
between ages 21-30. Must be openminded and willing to try new things.
Get ready tor the time of your life.
CALL354-B&IC.

AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulations
Bowling Teaml
Colleen Mel try
Daanna Giordano
Kristin Pelaia
Keep up the great workll
AGO ' Bowling Team ' AGD
AGD'AGD'AGD
Go AGO Curling Teaml!
Lynn Kaminakl
Jen Gibson
Colleen Mai try
JenCzerwinski
Best of Luckl
AGD-AGD'AGD

CONGRATULATIONS KRISTI MILLER
Congrats on Student Court member of tie
month. Knslil For all you do to help everyone
out above and beyond your call of duty • S.C.
salutes youll And thanks for being your rooMies right-hand woman I
CONGRATSI

T

ffighl.and
Industries
130 Eoet Washington St,
Specializing in

Graduate Housing
Jay Mar Apts
The Highlands
Roommate Assistance
Affordable Rent
FurnishedAJnfurnished
Clean/Quiet Properties
24 hr. Maintenance
Laundry Facilities

0Z SENIOR RADZ
Great Job Com Reamer
on being selected senior RA
OZSENSOR RADZ

What happens whan BG's Besl
goes north of the border?
Get ready for Northern Exposure

Romance and Responel bIHly Event

ALASKA CANNERY JOBS
Big Cash, Big Challenge, Big Experience
Can for into: (808) 742-7100.

Wednesday, February 22nd:
'Relationship, on the Read"
An improvisational acting troupe
will perform In McDonald
Country Side Cafeteria al 9:30pm

RSA would like (o say THANKS' to al
of the Residential Hall staff. We
appreciate your hard work and dedication

KAPPA DELTA' PHI KAPPA TAU
Congratulations to Jl
Jermann on herlavaliering to
Phi Teu Mite Morris.
KAPPA DELTA * PHI KAPPA TAU
KAPPA DELTA • CONGRATULATIONS '
KAPPA DELTA
Way to go Libby Lunz and
Karherina Brennan on being accepted into
Order of Omega. We are
aoproudolyoul
KAPPA DELTA • CONORATULATION9 ■
KAPPA DELTA
KAY DEE • CONGRATULATIONS • KAY
DEE
A big thanks goes out to all
(ha members on the philanthropy
teams, and these who cheered
them on. You did a great job!
KAY DEE • CONGRATULATIONS • KAY
DEE

CATV TECHNICIAN
RUSH DZ RUSH DZ
Tuea. Feb. 21,9- 10pm
S Wed. Feb. 22.8-9 pm
Come and join the funl
r s call Vanessa at 372-4700
•WSHDZRUSHDZ

s

Okay.. Alright.. .We'll lake Die masks off ol ft 1
and 2
but that's nil
Wednesday March 1st
Women's Basketball Game HaJftime
Sig Kap * Bath Burden' Sig Kap
The sisters of Sigma Kappa
would like to cong ratulate
Beth Burden on her pearling
to Jason Justice I
Sig Kap' Beth Burden' Sig Kap
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA FROM *91 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE INFO. 1-800-488-8826
The Sisters to Alpha Oil Omega
wish tn Cc*x.r.i.\tl it?:

COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 posit lonsl Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mins, PA. Good sslary/tlpal (908)689-333«.

Days 9-3:30, Eve's 3:30-10:00. klteroetlng
telephone work from our BG office. No exp.
neceeaary. Muat have good voice A outgoing personality. Earn S7-9/par hour. Salary
plus bonuses. Call 352-8838

UarKzta ZTttl lit he.- m e'ioring to
Sigma CM Ohrie Nlckana

EASY

Making Opportunklea at
home.
FOR FREE Into. RUSH S.A.S.E. to
P.O. no. 704, Bowling Green OH 41402.

Heather Boa- on her lavalienng to
Kappa SigmaDan LaMorla

LOOKING FOR YEAR-ROUND EMPLOY-

Monty

MENT7
TIRED OF WORKING WEEKENDS?
EARN HAN HOUR ft GREAT DENEFITS
AT UPS
GO TO 380 STUDENT SERVICES TO
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION*
SIGN -UP FOR AN INTERVIEW BY
FRIDAY, FES. 2ITH
UP* I* AN ..P.- IMPl.flVlP-,

Heather Fa de rie on her pearling
loRyanRlzzo
Rebekah Bradley on her pearling
to Doug Smith

1965 Toyota CekcaGT. Runs great.
$25O0.negoaable.3S4-1O76
1991 Firebird Formula SO V8 Hunter Green
54k Auto 16" tires wialloys. Airbag AC CC
PW POL PS PM T.Il AM* M Cass. D Fog
1 owner gar aged $ 10.495. Days: 352-4621.
2 300 watt Yamaha stereo
speakers. $75 e piece.
3726481
An K5 LeBeron GTS • Great condition, new
braxes, needs some engine work. Graduating.
must sell. $1,500. Call 353-5810.
Hyndaj '80. 60,000 ml, Casa, 4 spkrs, metal,
blue, new area, oil, 5-plugs, fillers etc Very
ocon. $1800 Excel cond Call 352-1789.
MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Including prlnfnr •»»/

$599
Cell Chris at 600-289-5685.

FOR RENT

Student Painters la looking for highly motivated, hard working students to join our management firm. Gain valuable experience to improve your resume, average earnings between
$8000 - $10000. Positions are available m
select Cleveland suburb*, Akron, and Canton
which will be filed on a first come first serve
baala. For more information call
1-800-543-3793.
Timber Lake/Tyler HiH Camps, Top (New York
Area) Resident Camps, Seek General Couneelora, WSI, Athletic Specialists.. Over 200
Poelllone AvaWebta. To Hiro Tha BEST. We
Know We Must Pay The MOSTI TOP SALARIES/TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. Cal NOW For
On-Campus totorview* (Musi Call By February
28 tl).
(etWUEX-CAMP (9-8 WEEKDAYS/EST)
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITES
June 25 -August 4
The Upward Bound Program is a pre college
preparatory program and offers an on campus
summer enriclimont program for high school
students. Applicants must meet all requirements listed below.
RESIDENTIAL STAFF - Minimum toThTtxo
classification Should not be enrolled :n c.- s ;u..
during the Program. Room, board, srul a.-ny
Residents! experience and activity rogvur.ming helpful.
TUTORS - Classroom assistant. Minimum
sophmore classification. 2.5 GPA required in
selected course tor tutoring ( Mathematics.
English, Science. History, Foreign languago, rr
Fine Arts). Must be available during the mom
ing hours, Mon. - Fri. Non-residential. Salary
based on qualifications.
INSTRUCTORS - Bachelor's degree required
in selected course of mstrucun (Mathematics,
English, Science, History, Foreign language, or
Fine Arts). Must be available during the morning hours, Mon.- Fri. Non-residential. Salary
based on qualifications.
APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A TRANSCRIPT (or copy ofl WITH APPLICATION.
Application a are available at 129 College Park
Office Building and are duo on March 17.

FOR SALE

1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months. or summer loases.

352-7454.
1 BDRM ept. ideally located between camp j*
ft (own. Very tow rent. Completely furnisltod.
Available from May 7 - late August Call for de
lai Is 353-2187.
1 bdrm. apt. Nice location, quiet, aval, May
1995. Call 352-8384.
1 bedroom apartment, immediate
occupancy. Pea are allowed.
Call 3548800
1-2 SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
Pels allowed For more into call
Stacey ©353-7078.
12 month leases starting May 19,1995
120N. Enterprise 2B' 3 porsor- $553 e Ul I
122N. Enterprise-IBM perron-$340. urn
124 1/2 N. Enterprise-Eflic.-1per.-$265UI8l
40? 1/2 E Court Elfic- 1 per.-$285 »IW
1204 1/2 E. Wooster-2Br-3 per. $490 • Util
Steve Smith 3S2-S917
2 bdrm, 9 A 12 mo. lease Inc. heal, hot water,
cooking ft sewer. Conveniently located • close
to campus, library, ft I-75. dough ft Mercer,
Univ. Village. 352-0164.
3 subleasers needed tor Summer. Nice 3 bdrm
apt Close to campus. $190/month. No utilities All 353-5410 Christy or 354-7884 Mche3-5 Subleasers needed for Summer. Nice
house with 3 small bedrooms and 1 large bedroom. Call 354-7884.
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS ' 95^98 Apts.
1 or 2 BR apts. and efficiencies.
All furnished. Very close to campus
School year or 12 month leases
Apts 850 Soon Hamilton 2 bate from camp.
Nice, turn., air, laund reserved parking. 4
people max. No pels 10 mnth lease. $675 per
month. 12 month lease $620/ month.
287-3233/ after 5 UP: 267-4255.
Apts. For Rent
Third St.. 1 bdrm (grad students)
Fifth ft Seventh-2 borm.

352-3445
at Awesome Florida's Spring Break Hotspotsl
Cocoa Beach (Near Disney)-27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Night* Si 59 Key West
$2291 Daytona Beach Room With Kitchen
From $12911-800-678-6388.
#1 Awesome Spring Break' Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals A 6
Free Parties! Great Beaches ft Nightlife' A
HUGE Party I Spring Break Travel
1-8O0-6786388.
f 1 Awesome Spring Break' Cancun ft Jamaica! Includes Roundtrip Airfare from Columbus A Hotel For 7 Nights From $4391 Hurryl
Space Wii Sell Outl Spring Break Travel
1-80O-67M386.

•1 Awesome Spring Breakl Panama Cityl 8
Days Oceanview Room With A Kitchen $1291
Walk To Best Barsl Includes Free Discount
Card Which Will Save You $100 on
Food/Drlnksl 1-800-678-6386.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
flow 1 onting for 1995-96 ft summer 1995
2 BR ft 1 BR units
Fully lurn. A air conditioned
Convenient Location
RoasoiThin Rales

Call 352-4963

House 234 S. CoHsoe. I \1 bike ham
camp.4 people max. Nc -rt-,. avail May 95' 12
mnth leaao. 1575 par rr.ondi. 287-3233/ after
5:00 207-4255.
MOUnT'VlFtNONAPTS.
2 BR fully fumishnd. Clean and quiet. Dishwashers. On site management Most ullitie* included. 12 mo. lease. Call 354-0401.

Our company Is looking lor rr.:»'«ii_Ia who
want to gain extensive management experience this summer. Earn 18000 to (10,000 par
summer. Positions available tivoughout the
Midwest 800-887-1980.

Bridget Franken on her pearling
to Ryan Douglas
Andrea Farguaoi i on her pearling
to Brecllay Klausing
Allison WooHuy on her angagemant
to NafaBakarul Johnsons Wales Univ.
Mkkl Bishop on her engagement
(O Brian Shirk

RESORT JOBS- Earn to ti2mr. A to*.
Theme Pan-, Hotels, Spaa, ft more. Tropical
* Mountain destinations. Cell ' 208-632-0150
eat RSS442.
Restaurant Help
Al days, All shifts.
Call 354-2238

WANT A CREDIT ON YOUR BURSAR FOR
ONCE?
BUY TUITION RAFFLE TICKETS
M THE UNION FOYER THIS WEEK.
Sponsored by: Honors Program, Honors student Aasoc. and Student Book Exchange
HP' HSA' SEX * HP * HSA' SBX

Phone 354-()03()

Cable TV company seeks an energetic, hard
working individual to All a Technician II position. Must have minimum one yr. experience as
a technician In the cable industry, technical
course certificates or equivalent, valid driver's
license, good driving record and ability to dimb
poles. Duties Include overall technical aspects
nt ayeasm operation and maintenance ot CATV
plant. Perform weekly stand-by duty aa assigned Offer competitive salary/benefits pkg.
Please mail resume to: Wood Cable TV. 118 N.
Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402. No phone
cats please. EOE.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2000+/momh working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies World travel.
Seasonal ft full-time employment available. No
Experience necessary. For Inlormation call
1-208-834-0488 e<t.C55443.

Rebecca Nlgut on har pearling
to Ray Cm*

You will
save a lot
this year!

BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions.
BETTER pay, BETTER choice of
location, BETTER chance ol
being hired immediately.
Management positions available.
1-800-S89-HAIR

-a

E
Z
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in private sector grants & scholarships is now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Sen/ices: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F55442.

SUMMERJOBS
Am you looking tor a summer job (hat win give
you great working experience and plenty ol untorgetabkt good times' Camp Y-Noan Is a
YMCA summer camp located near Akron. OR
are you interested in working al a special population camp? Akron Rotary Camp is located on
Rex Lake, S min from Camp Y-Noah. Coma
visit us at the jobs Fair on Feb. 28. II you have
any questions, would like an application, or
want to set up and Interview, call Katie
372-4353 or Katie 372-8230.

GREAT RESUME BUILDER
Call Colleen 372-2808 tor details.

■roato

SUMMER ENTREPRENEURIAL POSITIONS
Our company It now hiring hard-working, motivated, young entrepreneurs to run their own
business during the summer. Earn
$8000-110000 whs* gaining valuable experience Limited positions are tort In Cleveland,
Akron, Canton, and Youngstown areas. For
mote Information oil 1 -800-869-9346.

1982 Honda Accord, ps. po. 4 doors, runs
good, looks oood. 5 speed. $950 or BO. Cal
353-4410.

250

Phi Sigma Kappa
•KAPPA DELTA'
Congratulations to all
these wonderful sisters
on Ihair engagements I
Kathy Peters to Bnan Mliken
Kim Ska la to Todd Anderson
L'bby Lunz to Bnan PnthasL
•KAPPA DELTA'

SPRING BREAK '961 Guaranteed lowest
price* U.SA. Party in Jamaica. Cancun, Ba
hamaa. Florida. Padre. Organize group travel
freel Cat tor Into • prices. SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-eYJO-426-7710.

14 K YELLOW GOLD LADIES BRIDAL SET,
UNIQUE DESIGN, BRILLIANT CUT ROUND
CENTER DIAMOND. COLOR GRADE O-H.
CLARITY VS2, .47K APPRAISED OVER
$2000.00, SELL FOR $979.00 NEGOTIABLE!
CALL 364-6718, ROBERT.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
COUNSELORS A INSTRUCTORS
neededI
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mine.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BQ,
Kanlwonh, NJ 07033. (908) 278-0998.

372-0555'3720555

PERSONALS

Summer Sublessors
tora2bdrm.apt.
Call 354-7S0e.

KDS NEED YOUI RoriemSi- tuujjrng
through reading and Iradtcns? Sudanis In
Pem/eburg Heights need willing volunteer* to
help with homework and lo talk one-on-one.
Call Lynetle at 352 7534.

Social Service
Energetic people needed to work with adults
and children with mental retardation m Curtice
Genoa, Port Canton, and Toledo. Evenings
and weekend hour* available Part time available with tun time potential, and substitutes are
also needed. Sand resume or letter of interest
to: RMS. 1S1 N. Michigan Suite 312. Toledo.
OH 43624, or cal 255-5881

Win a trip to PANAMA CITY BEACH wit! UAO.
during Spring Break Mar. 17-26. Drawing at
Halftime ol the aGSU-AKRON Men's BasketbeII Game Saturday, Feb. 25IJv Student SIGNUP before lip-off ONLYI Second Piua - Me
tickets tor CARROT TOP MARCH 12.

Run your own business. Gain valuable expnrience while building your resume Earn up to
110,000. Irrigation autee & Instattatlvi. Venlda
required. Call student Sprinklers
1-600-285-7601.
Sales Representative* Mended
Sudani Publications Is accepunn applications
tor 3 student sales raps, u wl> ■/( Ikiw page advertising to area busines.-i.it. Th.1 hi an exce!lenl opponunity to gain proljuicnal sales expenence and earn top money. Positions requ»e 1S-20 hours par week, titansportation.
and last from Msrch through July. Stop by 214
West Han tor an application or ea* Toby at
37241430 tor more information. Application
dsadaVtoaThun—ay Feb. 23.

W-NTHROP
TERRACE
CENTER FOR CHOICE

II

Confidentai. Huith Cart For Woman

• Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1.800-5*9-6005

T

When You "Lease
Expect It
• Free Heat
• On-site Management
• 24-Hour Maintainence
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry Facilities
• Ample Parking
• Playground
• Close to Shopping

352-9135

USA Raft
I-8OO-USA-RAFT
Cheat, New, htoHchucky, Najit-haia. 8, Ci^oe* Rivers
.

PO Box 277 • l«5wie»bur*,VVV 26425

.

